RAUKANTEX TOOLS
For edgeband processing

NEW!
for up to 3mm thick
and 50mm wide edgebands!
REHAU EXPRESS COLLECTION

Introduction

REHAU has established itself as a leading manufacturer and supplier of system solutions for a wide variety of applications in the furniture industry, for the trade and interior design.

With the Express Collection REHAU supports its partners with an attractive and comprehensive standard range of products and services.

Everything from one source
In the REHAU Express Collection you will find a wide range of:
- RAUKANTEX edgeband and tools
- RAUVOLET roller shutter systems
- RAUVISIO surface solutions
- RAUWALON wall seal systems and much more.

Quick, flexible, small quantities
The REHAU Express Collection scores particularly highly with its short lead times and quantities tailored to requirements. These allow you to meet your customers’ requirements quickly and flexibly.

Design variety and design expertise
The extensive product range and the diverse colour and decorative design range is constantly being developed through innovation and adaptation to current market trends.

With matching designs across different products REHAU underlines its expertise and at the same time its claim with regard to function and design. In addition, the edgeband product range is coordinated with the current board and laminate designs and included in our extensive collection network.

Advancement through knowledge
We secure your advancement through knowledge with the REHAU Academy. At seminars and other events you can get technical support and advice as well as processing support in every aspect of the REHAU Express Collection.

In short, the REHAU Express Collection offers high performance in every respect. Why not take advantage of it.

With REHAU’s edgeband tools, you have innovative solutions for the entire edgebanding process. The tools are adapted to the special requirements for processing thermoplastic edgebands up to 3 mm thick, and up to 50 mm wide.

They are therefore ideal for processing individual parts, small production runs as well as special free-shapes, but also for low-noise, high quality finishing on site.
RAUKANTEX TOOLS

Basic Package

AG 98F
Manual Edgebander
For edgebanding pre-glued PVC, melamine and veneer. Enables banding of circular or shaped pieces. Its special design with adjustable clamps ensures high precision work with great stability. A practical edge trimming system included. The possibility of surface gluing or with excess on either of the two sides. Set up time: less than one minute.

Optional accessories
320082 AU 93 Edge trimmer
2221540 RC 21E End trimmer

Art No. 222146

RC 21E
Manual End Trimmer
It allows a perfect, clean and high quality cut on all the corners of the board. No other finishing operations are needed. Equipped with twin use blades. For trimming PVC, melamine, Polyester, veneer, etc., up to 0.8 mm thickness

Optional accessories
Spare Blades 220667

Art No. 222154

AU 93
Manual Edge Trimmer
Cuts both sides simultaneously. For edges up to 40 mm. For larger edges, it can be used as two independent edge trimmers. Top quality long life blades which are easy to replace once worn.

Optional accessories
Spare Blades 220667

Art No. 320082

High precision and stability

RAUKANTEX TOOLS

Basic Package

PT 15
Finisher
After radiusing has already been carried out the RAUKANTEX finisher, thanks to its special sisal cloth combination, is suitable for buffing edgebands and removing any imperfections left during processing.

Art No. 320103

MET 03
Manual edge trimmer
For the perfect clean trimming on edgeband up to 3.0mm thick. Large grip to provide the firm holding and effortless trim.

Art No. 320104

RC 02
Internal/external plane scraper (r=2)
External plane (diagonal scraper)
After the edgeband has been trimmed flush to the board the external plane from REHAU is suitable for applying an edge radii to straight edges and external corner radii

Internal plane (straight scraper)
The internal plane from REHAU is suitable for applying an edge radii to internal corner radii.

Art No. 320106

RTS 03
Tripple scraper
The RTS 03 provides a professional finish removing the remains of glue or burns. It can cut in straight tapes or on radius of 1, 1.5 or 2 mm. Made of high strength treated steel, has a cutting edge of high durability. Micron surface finish coating of the pores of the metal to prevent oxidation.

Art No. 1320125

Clean trimming up to 3mm.

Clean precise cut.
The vacuum table SFV50 is ideal for a quick fastening of the panel. One clamp screw is included as standard equipment to fix the table to the workbench. It is an efficient system to hold the panel and work in a comfortable way on all its edges. The vacuum table must be used with clean, smooth and non-porous panels only. It is possible to hold panels in horizontal or vertical position. Using several vacuum tables it is possible to hold larger panels.

Art No. 320049

Standard equipment
One clamp screw L=100 (ref. 6045710) included. It is possible to hold panels in horizontal or vertical position.

KM08R Portable edgebander + box

KM08R portable edgebander is compact and lightweight machine suitable for factory or on site processing. This unit can be used in various format such as hand held edgebander, converting to table edgebander by mounting it to a working table or as simple as using it right out of the box where a small platform is integrated for processing of smaller panels. It has a fixed feed speed of 4m/min for easy handling and suitable for edgeband 0.5mm to 3.0mm thick and 10mm to 40mm width.

Art No. 320088

SFV 150 Vacuum Table

The vacuum table SFV50 is ideal for a quick fastening of the panel. One clamp screw is included as standard equipment to fix the table to the workbench. It is an efficient system to hold the panel and work in a comfortable way on all its edges. The vacuum table must be used with clean, smooth and non-porous panels only. It is possible to hold panels in horizontal or vertical position. Using several vacuum tables it is possible to hold larger panels.

Art No. 320049

Standard equipment
One clamp screw L=100 (ref. 6045710) included. It is possible to hold panels in horizontal or vertical position.

FR 256R Power Edgeband Router

FR 256R power edgeband router trim edge band effortlessly with its powerful motor (750 W) and electronic speed adjustment. The electronic control maintain a speed constant independently than the working load. Dust collector connection and three bases (hole Ø 20, 26 and 30 mm) for using with bits of different diameters. Standard units are equipped with a carbide bit r=3 mm with bearing with optional bits are available for several different radius.

Art No. 320087

KM08R Portable edgebander + box

KM08R portable edgebander is compact and lightweight machine suitable for factory or on site processing. This unit can be used in various format such as hand held edgebander, converting to table edgebander by mounting it to a working table or as simple as using it right out of the box where a small platform is integrated for processing of smaller panels. It has a fixed feed speed of 4m/min for easy handling and suitable for edgeband 0.5mm to 3.0mm thick and 10mm to 40mm width.

Art No. 320088

SFV 150 Vacuum Table

The vacuum table SFV50 is ideal for a quick fastening of the panel. One clamp screw is included as standard equipment to fix the table to the workbench. It is an efficient system to hold the panel and work in a comfortable way on all its edges. The vacuum table must be used with clean, smooth and non-porous panels only. It is possible to hold panels in horizontal or vertical position. Using several vacuum tables it is possible to hold larger panels.

Art No. 320049

Standard equipment
One clamp screw L=100 (ref. 6045710) included. It is possible to hold panels in horizontal or vertical position.

FR 256R Power Edgeband Router

FR 256R power edgeband router trim edge band effortlessly with its powerful motor (750 W) and electronic speed adjustment. The electronic control maintain a speed constant independently than the working load. Dust collector connection and three bases (hole Ø 20, 26 and 30 mm) for using with bits of different diameters. Standard units are equipped with a carbide bit r=3 mm with bearing with optional bits are available for several different radius.

Art No. 320087

Easy trimming of either straight or shaped work pieces

Vacuum connection equipped

Round head (V3) included with the set

Precise guide for corner trimming

RC 321S Guillotine

For cutting the excess of PVC, melamine, polyester, veneer, etc. tapes up to 45 mm width and 3 mm thick at both ends of panel. It provides a clean and exact cut, avoiding to damage the panel already banded. The guillotine system allows to cut the tape without effort. The blades can be sharpened. Possibility to regulate the cutting position. It enables precise angular cutting up to 60°.

Art No. 320052

Easy trimming of either straight or shaped work pieces

Vacuum connection equipped

Round head (V3) included with the set

Precise guide for corner trimming

RC 321S Guillotine

For cutting the excess of PVC, melamine, polyester, veneer, etc. tapes up to 45 mm width and 3 mm thick at both ends of panel. It provides a clean and exact cut, avoiding to damage the panel already banded. The guillotine system allows to cut the tape without effort. The blades can be sharpened. Possibility to regulate the cutting position. It enables precise angular cutting up to 60°.

Art No. 320052

Spare blades
320099 Movable blade
5231099 Fixed blade
Our verbal and written advice relating to technical applications is based on experience and is to the best of our knowledge correct but is given without obligation.

The use of REHAU products in conditions that are beyond our control or for applications other than those specified releases us from any obligation in regard to claims made in respect of the products.

We recommend that the suitability of any REHAU product for the intended application should be checked. Utilization and processing of our products are beyond our control and are therefore exclusively your responsibility. In the event that a liability is nevertheless asserted, any compensation will be limited to the value of the goods supplied by us and used by you.

Our warranty assumes consistent quality of our products in accordance with our specification and in accordance with our general conditions of sale.

REHAU Branches in India

SINGAPORE - Regional Office for Asia Pacific
1 King George’s Avenue, REHAU Building, Singapore 208557  Tel: +65 6392-6006  Fax: +65 6392-6116

NEW DELHI 88, 2nd Floor, Furniture Block, Kruti Nagar 110015  Tel: +91 11 4848-5800  •  MUMBAI 1204, V Times Square, Plot no. 3, Soc. 15 CBD Belapur, Navi-Mumbai 400614  Tel: +91 22-27574783, +91 22-39276700  •  BANGALORE 48, Richmond Road 560025  Tel: +91 80 2222-0014

PUNE: Khalbai Road Talo. Khed, Ratnagunj 410505  Tel: +91 21 3567-4301 & 4340 +91 21 35304800

infoindia@rehau.com
www.rehau.co.in